Enrollment - Enrolling in a Lab or Discussion

In the Search Results some classes have labs or discussions with the lecture section. The lecture (LEC) is listed first and then the lab (LBN) or discussion (DIS) is listed after. Start with either one by selecting it by clicking on select class to the right.
After the class is selected a list of labs (or lectures/discussions) will display to choose to go with the lecture. If there are more than 10 sections, click on View All Sections at the bottom of the list. Select the desired section from the radio button on the left and click Next.
Some classes have an Optional section for these, click on No Selection. The optional section is included so students will know about those times but should not be enrolled in.
Both the Lab and Lecture will be listed in your shopping cart, to proceed to Step 2 and finish enrolling so that it is on the class schedule. Don’t forget to finish enrolling!